
“As a district administrator, I have learned so much over 
the past 4 days. Not only have I been brought up to 
speed on current best practice, I can clearly see the ‘why’ 
& ‘how’ and what I need to do to support my staff as 
we move forward in implementing the Common Core. 
Thank you!” Dr. Phyllis Gilworth, Director of Instructional 
Programs & Assessment, School Town of Munster

“4th day--no more thoughts…just—great workshop! 
Thanks for putting me back in ‘teacher mode’ and 
getting me excited (again) about teaching reading this 
year!” J. Zululi

“Thanks to all the Smekens people for a jumpstart 
before the school year starts.” S. Mazur

“I am inspired again! Every time I attend a Smekens 
Workshop, I feel renewed. Great!!!” G. Nelson

“Thank you! I am empowered.” C. Kowatch

“I love ending my summer with a Smekens PD…talk 
about a great way to jumpstart my school brain and 
get me excited for a great year.” L. Allison

“It was all excellent and will be used in my classroom 
this year. Thank you!” M. Madison

“Best professional development ever! This is real-world 
stuff that I will use day 1.” C. Wiseman

“The best workshops I’ve ever been to…these 
trainings are the only professional development 
workshops that give practical, applicable materials to 
use immediately.” L. Smith

“I am so pumped to take this back to my classroom!” K. 
Cole

“Amazing! Thank you so much. It was worth the drive 
from West Virginia!” J. Cook

“As an experienced teacher, I was unsure if I would 
gain useful, useable ideas from a workshop (full day) 
on one of the last days of summer. The pictures of the 
presenters actively talking convinced me. I was not 
disappointed in either the ideas or energy, so I became 
energized and prepared.”  D. Barkow

“This was probably the Best Workshop I’ve attended 
because it was so practical, hands on, informationally 
sound, and thorough! I learned so much! I can’t wait 
for more training from you! Thank you!” M. Chriss

“Thank you so much. All your information is so 
applicable to teaching. Your ideas are easy to 
understand and implement.” K. Pawlowski

“I always thoroughly enjoy your workshops and 
the level of knowledge and ideas that you impart is 
fantastic!” N. Moat

“Thanks for concrete ways to make it manageable!”  
M. McAleer

“This was THE BEST workshop to get me in the mindset 
to go back to school after summer break…” S. Osika

“This is a MUST have not only for every teacher, but for 
every administrator. I now have a strong instructional 
foundation for supporting my teachers & students.”  
A. Drummond

Wow! Wonderful! I am 

overwhelmed but super excited 

to get started! Bring on the 

school year!” L. Eilbracht
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